His Rebound Love
This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this his
rebound love by online. You might not require more time to spend to go to the
book instigation as competently as search for them. In some cases, you likewise
complete not discover the broadcast his rebound love that you are looking for.
It will totally squander the time.
However below, as soon as you visit this web page, it will be appropriately
unquestionably easy to acquire as without difficulty as download guide his
rebound love
It will not say you will many become old as we tell before. You can do it
though measure something else at house and even in your workplace. therefore
easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just what we find the money for below
as well as evaluation his rebound love what you gone to read!

All Your Perfects Colleen Hoover 2018-07-17 INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
The #1 New York Times bestselling author of It Ends with Us—whose writing is
“emotionally wrenching and utterly original” (Sara Shepard, New York Times
bestselling author of the Pretty Little Liars series)—delivers a tour de force
novel about a troubled marriage and the one old forgotten promise that might be
able to save it. Quinn and Graham’s perfect love is threatened by their
imperfect marriage. The memories, mistakes, and secrets that they have built up
over the years are now tearing them apart. The one thing that could save them
might also be the very thing that pushes their marriage beyond the point of
repair. All Your Perfects is a profound novel about a damaged couple whose
potential future hinges on promises made in the past. This is a heartbreaking
page-turner that asks: Can a resounding love with a perfect beginning survive a
lifetime between two imperfect people?
Rebound Envy Jerica MacMillan 2016-05-19 Always the bridesmaid ... Amy's best
friend Jenna is engaged ... again. And she's asked Amy to be her maid of honor
again. Amy can't help but feel jealous that Jenna's ready to walk down the
aisle for the second time, especially when her own love life is virtually
nonexistent. Adam has wanted Amy since she first walked into his wine bar.
After he finally got the chance to take her out, issues from his past got in
the way. Now she's dating someone else, and he's jealous of the lost
opportunity. Will Adam and Amy work out the issues from the past and present
that are keeping them apart? Or will their jealousies ruin their relationships
and keep them apart forever?
The Rebound Kendall Ryan 2021-09-14 A smokin' hot new standalone romance from
New York Times bestseller, Kendall Ryan. My coach hates me, and our team
captain now watches my every move, so that's super fun. Which is why I'm trying
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something new—being a good guy. It might not be what I'm known for, but I'll
try anything once. The part of this that’s not an act? Helping out my new
neighbor Kinley. She's beautiful, funny and newly single. (Score!) There’s just
one problem. She’s also the team captain’s sister. There are rules about this
kind of thing. But rules were made to be broken.  Contents include: A
dreamy AF hero, a bad boy trying to be good, a good girl who likes him naughty,
oh, and a bun in the oven.
The Rebound Stefanie London 2020-09-01 Good-girl-gone-bad Presley Richardson is
running straight from the altar to a sinfully sexy rebound in USA TODAY
bestselling author Stefanie London’s third Close Quarters story! Bolting from
the church half-naked was not part of the official wedding program…until I
learned my husband-to-be was marrying me only for his father’s approval. How
was I to know my incredibly hot getaway driver was the groom’s evil
stepbrother? Or that diving into his sleek black Mercedes would be the first
step on my journey to the dark side? Wealthy executive Sebastian Foster is a
bad decision waiting to happen—all hard muscles, square jaw and eyes that strip
me bare. But I’m done being the good girl, done following the rules. It’s time
to give up my perfectly planned life and embrace my inner siren. Soon Sebastian
is my sexy sidekick at Melbourne’s most exclusive nightclubs. Dancing burlesque
for him makes us both crave a night of sensual sin. I’m starting to think this
forbidden rebound may lead to something much deeper. But when I learn he’s
hunting for information about my ex, I can’t help wondering—is he just another
ambitious man using me to get ahead? Take control. Feel the rush. Explore your
fantasies—Harlequin Dare publishes sexy romances featuring powerful alpha males
and bold, fearless heroines exploring their deepest fantasies.
Sweet Girl Sierra Hill 2016-10-05 KylahI've always lived in the shadows of my
athletic older brother and my charismatic twin sister. And that's okay by me. I
don't mind being known as the shy wallflower. The gawky geek. The sweet,
virginal girl. Well, that's one label I've been trying to rid myself of since
starting my freshman year in college this year. The thing is, no one's ever
looked twice at me. Until I met Van Gerard. He notices me. He looks at me and
seems to like what he sees. He understands and listens to me. He's become a
great friend. The problem is, I don't want him as a friend. I want more. But my
brother - along with a state line between us, and oh yeah, Van's long-time
girlfriend - are just a few complications getting in the way of what I
want.VanI thought my senior year in college would be the best time of my life.
I'm a starter on a Pac-12 basketball team, set to graduate with a degree in
Finance. I have a girlfriend whom I'd planned to start a future with. I thought
my life was already mapped out. But then the bottom dropped out with a
confession I never expected to hear, from the girl I thought I knew. I thought
wrong. Luckily for me, Kylah Griffin was there to break my fall. She's the best
thing this year has given me. She's helped me through a devastating blow that
could have sent me reeling. I know she wants more, but I'm not sure I can give
it. Now that I've been burned, I don't think I can go there again. Kylah's not
a hook-up, and she's definitely not a rebound. She's a sweet girl who deserves
more than to be friend-zoned. If only things weren't so complicated.
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Overtime V. L. Locey 2018-06-13 Sander March is one season away from the pros,
or so everyone tells him. If only Sander had as much faith in his ability as
the Cougar coaching staff does. Outwardly, he's cocksure, borderline bitter,
and slightly sarcastic. All that strut and sass hides a wounded soul though.
Working to hide a brutal past filled with humiliation, abuse, and a family
member who still haunts him, Sander has never found the kind of comfort and
understanding he so desperately needs. Until he meets Mateo Castillo, a minor
league baseball player for the nearby Elmira Egrets. Mateo and Sander click
instantly, and a budding friendship develops between the two athletes.Mateo
then introduces Sander to his boyfriend, Noah Coombs, an aspiring manga comic
creator. The three men find themselves bonding strongly, and that slowly gives
way to sexual attraction. Eventually, Mateo and Noah invite Sander into their
relationship. The path to happiness isn't going to be easy for Sander as he
faces criticism from his friends, teammates, and the press for his choices. The
brash young star can handle all that, it's when his abuser shows up in Cayuga
that Sander fears not only for his own safety, but for the lives of the two men
he has grown to love. Will Sander's past tear him away from Mateo and Noah, or
will he be able to leave the darkness behind? Warning - This story has
disturbing subject matter.
Her Perfect Rebound Knight 2019-06-20
Mr. Rebound Kat T. Masen 2016-10-30 Moving across the country was supposed to
be a fresh start. I'd made mistakes, but I told myself I'd no longer prey on
emotionally unstable women. I don't do relationships-I'm a selfish bastard that
enjoys not answering to anyone-and relationships mean being with only one
woman. More often than not, one that carries emotional baggage, like cheating
exes or worse-kids. After landing myself in trouble, again, my cousin Charlie
dared me to settle down with one woman. I'm not one to shy away from a dare, so
I chose Scarlett Winters, the most wanted actress in Hollywood. The sexiest
woman on Earth. I just needed to get past the roadblock-her assistant, Morgan
Bentley. The wicked bitch of the west. Between her multiple personalities and
the giant stick up her ass, I should've seen it coming. I'd been with enough
women to read the signs. Morgan Bentley was after one thing, and one thing
only. A rebound. That's me, right? Mr Rebound. But what if this time I wanted
more?
The Rebound Noelle Adams 2020-06-26 After the ending of a long-term
relationship that brought her nothing but stress and tears, Madeline Jenkins is
ready to have some fun. Do something wild. Spontaneous. Maybe a little risky.
In other words, she wants to be nothing like her regular quiet self. Not
forever. She likes herself. But she wants to try something new--just for a
little while. What better way to have some fun than to fall into an illadvised, no-strings-attached fling with a very hot man. True, Ken isn't an
ideal rebound guy. He's the sheriff, he's ten years older than her, and she's
known him for years. They have nothing in common except an intense attraction
that seems to come out of nowhere. But that makes it easier. Ken is just her
rebound. And no matter how good he makes her feel about herself, it's not like
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they'll ever want each other for real.
Waiting for Love Marie Force 2013 Waiting for Love is a New York Times, USA
Today and Wall Street Journal bestseller!Sometimes the best offense is a good
rebound...Adam McCarthy has had a really bad week. In addition to nearly losing
his three brothers in a tragic boating accident, his now ex-girlfriend has
double-crossed him right out of the successful computer company he founded in
New York City. What he needs is a few days at home on Gansett Island to make
sure his beloved brothers are safe and to get back in touch with what really
matters—his family, his friends and the tiny island that soothes his battered
soul. On the ferry ride home, he runs into an old family friend who's had her
own share of heartache, and Adam helps her through some rough moments, sparking
an unlikely alliance.Abby Callahan has come home to Gansett, single once again
after her relationship with Dr. Cal Maitland blows up in her face. After two
epic failures in the game of love, she's decided this is going to be the summer
she busts loose and finally has some fun—and she's shaking things up in a big
way! The new Abby swears, drinks, gets a tattoo, sleeps around and generally
does anything her kinder, gentler alter ego wouldn't have dreamed of
doing.Before too long, Adam has appointed himself her guardian and is
determined that the only sleeping around she's doing is with him. That is...
unless his brother Grant is willing to risk his newfound happiness with
Stephanie to keep Adam from rebounding with his ex. And what happens when Adam
and Abby realize their summer fling has taken a serious turn, especially when
he gets the chance to return to NY and fight for the company that's rightfully
his? Abby has already followed two men from Gansett. Does she have it in her to
find out if the third time really is the charm?Another wild summer on Gansett
Island is under way, complete with new stories for many of your favorite
couples from past books! You'll also see more of Dan and Kara, David and Daisy,
and find out whether Carolina has made peace with her relationship with the
much younger and very sexy Irishman, Seamus O'Grady. Ready? Set? Let's go back
to Gansett Island!
Boomerang Noelle August 2014-07-08 The first book in a sensational New Adult
trilogy from Noelle August. Welcome to Boomerang.com, the dating site for the
millennial gen with its no-fuss, no-commitments matchups, and where work is
steamier than any random hook-up. Mia Galliano is an aspiring filmmaker. Ethan
Vance has just played his last game as a collegiate soccer star. They’re sharp,
hungry for success, and they share a secret. Last night, Ethan and Mia met at a
bar, and, well . . . one thing led to another, which led to them waking up the
next morning—together. Things turned awkward in a hurry when they found
themselves sharing a post hookup taxi . . . to the same place: Boomerang
headquarters. What began as a powerful connection between them is treated to a
cold shower courtesy of two major complications. First, Boomerang has a strict
policy against co-worker dating. And second, they’re now competitors for only
one job at the end of summer. As their internships come to an end, will they
manage to keep their eyes on the future and their hands off each other, or will
the pull of attraction put them right back where they started?
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The Wisdom of Anxiety Sheryl Paul 2019-05-28 A counselor in the depth
psychology tradition shows readers there's nothing to fear from anxiety “The
Wisdom of Anxiety serves as a well-lit pathway to the truth of who we are and
to how to navigate life when paralyzed by anxiety, depression, overwhelm, and a
sense of hopelessness.” —Alanis Morissette, singer-songwriter Work anxiety.
Relationship anxiety. Social anxiety. World anxiety. Money anxiety. Health
anxiety. How does reading those words make you feel? All too often, when we
experience the things that give us anxiety, our first instinct is to try to run
away or numb out from feeling them. But what if the unpleasant feelings you
want to turn away from are actually vital sources of information about your
well-being? In The Wisdom of Anxiety, counselor Sheryl Paul examines the deeper
meaning of the racing thoughts, sweaty palms, and insomnia that accompany the
uncertain moments of our lives. No one likes to feel anxiety—and yet, Paul
asserts it can be a remarkably direct messenger of our subconscious. Here you
will learn how you can pause and listen to your anxieties to discover inner
truths that you’ve been avoiding. This lyrically written book not only
considers the many forms anxieties can take, but also provides deep-dive
practices for addressing them at their roots. Here you will learn: The nature
of intrusive thoughts and how to manage them. How to explore states of
loneliness, apathy, regret, and shame without being caught up in them. Feeling
anxiety around feeling good? Discover why and what to do about it. How to
cultivate your own loving inner parent. Why anxiety can arise from boredom and
longing. How to create healthy and meaningful personal rituals to relieve
anxiety. Navigating the many sources of anxiety in relationships. Whether it’s
worry around raising children, nervousness about world events, or any other way
anxiety manifests, The Wisdom of Anxiety can help you uncover the true source
of your discomfort and find the rich self-knowledge within.
His on the Rebound Fiona Murphy 2016-06-08 How could I have let Maxwell Brandt
kiss me? I can't stand the arrogant, billionaire who treats women as if they
were disposable, to be used then thrown away. Who the heck am I kidding? I’m
just as bad because I kissed him back, with a hunger I've never known before.
Despite the fact Max keeps coming back to entice me, I stand firm. I won’t
cheat on on Kevin, my fiance. I won’t become that person, no matter how badly
my body wants him. Until the moment Max drops a bomb that destroys everything.
Kevin has been cheating. His words destroy the illusion I’ve been hiding
behind, because I know he’s telling the truth. Breaking things off with Kevin
isn't nearly as painful as I thought it would be, my pride hurts more than my
heart. All I want to do is hide and lick my wounds but Max demands I fulfill
the promise of that kiss, in a rush of anger, pain, and hunger, I give in. The
feeling of being wanted by a man like Max wiping away the humiliation of
Kevin’s betrayal. Maybe a fling, a rebound affair, is exactly what I need. No
promises, no expectations, and no broken heart. At least, that’s the way it
started.
Forgotten Sweethearts Melissa Bender 2017-10-22 Things change and I finally
realised that trying to fix us was nothing but a mistake.” He thought she was a
headache, and she doubted him. And it was already taking its toll on their
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marriage. When the only solution is to divorce, they decided to try one last
time again. High school sweethearts, Gabriella and Brody’s married life is far
different from when they were younger. It wasn’t all sweets and candies as they
had expected. Instead, every time they are together, all they do is fight, yell
and scream. As much as they want to keep their relationship and family afloat,
they cannot deny that they have started to grow apart. But that was until they
went on a surprise holiday vacation… What if they can rekindle their fire in
the most passionate way possible? Will it save their failing relationship or
will it die down for good? Steamy, seductive and romantic, this is a story that
will show you that it is possible to fall in love over and over again.
The Arranged Marriage S.E. Law Primrose: My parents want to force me into an
arranged marriage and I’M NOT DOWN WITH THAT. Instead, I cook up a diabolical
plan. I’m going to become an escort. Surely, that will “spoil the goods” so
that I’m no longer “marriage material.” After all, who’ll tie the knot with a
girl who literally works on her back? But my plan goes awry when I meet
billionaire Barry Childers because he’s gorgeous, sensuous and funny, with an
arrogant smirk that makes me want to slap his face and kiss him at the same
time. Even more, he’s got a tool big enough to make a woman pant and soon, I’m
wailing with ecstasy … because he’s taking me as his bride, arranged marriage
or not. This book is a follow-up to After He’s Done, where we meet Chrissy’s
sassy friend Primrose. Chrissy’s a bad girl who’s taught Prim some of her
naughtiest tricks, and now Prim’s taking the world by storm! (and taking Barry
by storm as well) Get ready for a gorgeous alpha male who claims his woman
right at the altar for a sensuous, exciting, roller-coaster of a ride! No
cheating, no cliffhangers, and always a HEA for my readers. This book is part
of a series, but all of my books are standalones and do not need to be read in
order.
Waiting for Love (Gansett Island Series, Book 8) Marie Force 2013-02-18
Sometimes the best offense is a good rebound... Gansett Island Series, Book 8 A
New York Times, USA Today and Wall Street Journal Bestseller! Sometimes the
best offense is a good rebound... Adam McCarthy has had a really bad week. In
addition to nearly losing his three brothers in a tragic boating accident, his
now ex-girlfriend has double-crossed him right out of the successful computer
company he founded in New York City. What he needs is a few days at home on
Gansett Island to make sure his beloved brothers are safe and to get back in
touch with what really matters—his family, his friends and the tiny island that
soothes his battered soul. On the ferry ride home, he runs into an old family
friend who's had her own share of heartache, and Adam helps her through some
rough moments, sparking an unlikely alliance. Abby Callahan has come home to
Gansett, single once again after her relationship with Dr. Cal Maitland blows
up in her face. After two epic failures in the game of love, she's decided this
is going to be the summer she busts loose and finally has some fun—and she's
shaking things up in a big way! The new Abby swears, drinks, gets a tattoo,
sleeps around and generally does anything her kinder, gentler alter ego
wouldn't have dreamed of doing. Before too long, Adam has appointed himself her
guardian and is determined that the only sleeping around she's doing is with
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him. That is… unless his brother Grant is willing to risk his newfound
happiness with Stephanie to keep Adam from rebounding with his ex. And what
happens when Adam and Abby realize their summer fling has taken a serious turn,
especially when he gets the chance to return to New York and fight for the
company that's rightfully his? Abby has already followed two men off the
island. Does she have it in her to find out if the third time really is the
charm? Another wild summer on Gansett Island is under way, complete with new
stories for many of your favorite couples from past books! You'll also see more
of Dan and Kara, David and Daisy, and find out whether Carolina has made peace
with her relationship with the much younger and very sexy Irishman, Seamus
O'Grady. Ready? Set? Let's go back to Gansett Island! Author's Note: While
Waiting for Love is *more or less* intended to be a stand-alone story, you'll
enjoy it so much more if you read the earlier books first: The Gansett Island
Series Book 1: Maid for Love (Mac & Maddie) Book 2: Fool for Love (Joe & Janey)
Book 3: Ready for Love (Luke & Sydney) Book 4: Falling for Love (Grant &
Stephanie) Book 5: Hoping for Love (Evan & Grace) Book 6: Season for Love (Owen
& Laura) Book 7: Longing for Love (Blaine & Tiffany) Book 8: Waiting for Love
(Adam & Abby) Book 9: Time for Love (Daisy & David) Book 10: Meant for Love
(Jenny & Alex) Book 10.5: Chance for Love, A Gansett Island Novella (Jared &
Lizzie) Book 11: Gansett After Dark (Owen & Laura) Book 12: Kisses After Dark
(Shane & Katie) Book 13: Love After Dark (Paul & Hope) Book 14: Celebration
After Dark (Big Mac & Linda) Book 15: Desire After Dark (Slim & Erin) Book 16:
Light After Dark (Mallory & Quinn) Book 17: Episode 1: Victoria & Shannon Book
18: Episode 2: Kevin & Chelsea Book 19: Mine After Dark (Riley & Nikki Book 20:
Yours After Dark (Finn & Chloe) Book 21: Trouble After Dark (Deacon & Julia)
Book 22: Rescue After Dark (Mason & Jordan) Book 23: Blackout After Dark (Full
Cast) “I LOVE LOVE LOVE every single little thing about Longing For Love!!! It
was simply PERFECT!! I think that it is definitely my favorite of the series so
far!! I love Blaine and Tiffany and I love how Marie Force wrote their
relationship with such a mixture of love and laughter. I was sucked in
immediately and I never wanted to leave!! Blaine *sigh* I never wanted Longing
For Love to end and I found myself trying to read slower to prolong the story.
I wasn't ready to leave Gansett Island!! Just an awesome book filled with
romance, love, laughter, tears, conflict, a little angst, HOT SEX, more
laughter and more tears~everything that I have come to expect and love from
Marie Force and this series." BEST OF THE BEST rating.” —Belle's Book Bag
Booked Kwame Alexander 2016-05-05 Like lightning/you strike/fast and free/legs
zoom/down field/eyes fixed/on the checkered ball/on the goal/ten yards to
go/can’t nobody stop you/can’t nobody cop you... Twelve-year-old Nick is a
football-mad boy who absolutely hates books. In this follow-up to the Newberywinning novel The Crossover, football, family, love, and friendship take centre
stage as Nick tries to figure out how to navigate his parents’ break-up, stand
up to bullies, and impress the girl of his dreams. These challenges – which
seem even harder than scoring a tie-breaking, game-winning goal – change his
life, as well as his best friend’s. This energetic novel-in-verse by the poet
Kwame Alexander captures all the thrills and setbacks, the action and emotion
of a World Cup match.
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The Christian in complete armour; or a treatise on the Saints' war with the
devil, etc William GURNALL 1845
Rebound Kwame Alexander 2018-04-02 From the New York Times best-selling author
Kwame Alexander comes Rebound, the dynamic prequel to his Newbery Award–winning
novel in verse, The Crossover. Before Josh and Jordan Bell were streaking up
and down the court, their father was learning his own moves. Chuck Bell takes
center stage as readers get a glimpse of his childhood and how he became the
jazz music worshiping, basketball star his sons look up to. A novel in verse
with all the impact and rhythm readers have come to expect from Kwame
Alexander, Rebound goes back in time to visit the childhood of Chuck "Da Man"
Bell during one pivotal summer when young Charlie is sent to stay with his
grandparents where he discovers basketball and learns more about his family's
past.
My Rebound Carrie Ann Ryan 2021-06-08 A rebound isn’t supposed to last. Though,
sometimes, fate has other ideas in this opposites attract, friends with
benefits romance. It wasn’t supposed to happen this way. I started planning my
future at the age of six. I knew the college I wanted, the career I needed, and
the boy I would marry. Only he wasn’t supposed to break up with me in such a
spectacular fashion. Now, I’m tossing my planner and breaking my rules. First
up: Pacey Ziglar. I want one night of fun. One night to toss out all
inhibitions with the sexy Brit across the hall. Too bad I fell for my rebound
along the way. I never meant to say yes. I know exactly what Mackenzie Thomas
wants when she asks me out on a date. She won’t be my first no-strings-attached
relationship, and if things work out the way we both want, she won’t be my
last. Yet the more I get to know her, the more I want her. But she’s not
looking for me to be her forever. And when my family secrets threaten our
future, I’m afraid forever might end far too soon. ~~~~~~~ Read what others are
saying about New York Times bestselling author, Carrie Ann Ryan: “Count on
Carrie Ann Ryan for emotional, sexy, character driven stories that capture your
heart!” – Carly Phillips, NY Times bestselling author “Carrie Ann Ryan’s
romances are my newest addiction! The emotion in her books captures me from the
very beginning. The hope and healing hold me close until the end. These love
stories will simply sweep you away.” ~ NYT Bestselling Author Deveny Perry
“Carrie Ann Ryan writes sexy emotional romances that'll make you cry and fan
yourself from the heat, especially because of all that sexy ink.” –#1 NYT
Bestselling Author Lauren Blakely “Once I started reading, I couldn’t stop!
This is definitely going in my re-read pile!” –NYT Bestselling Author Susan
Stoker "Carrie Ann Ryan writes the perfect balance of sweet and heat ensuring
every story feeds the soul." - Audrey Carlan, #1 New York Times Bestselling
Author “Carrie Ann Ryan never fails to draw readers in with passion, raw
sensuality, and characters that pop off the page. Any book by Carrie Ann is an
absolute treat.” – New York Times Bestselling Author J. Kenner “Carrie Ann Ryan
knows how to pull your heartstrings and make your pulse pound! Her wonderful
Redwood Pack series will draw you in and keep you reading long into the night.
I can’t wait to see what comes next with the new generation, the Talons. Keep
them coming, Carrie Ann!” –Lara Adrian, New York Times bestselling author of
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CRAVE THE NIGHT "With snarky humor, sizzling love scenes, and brilliant,
imaginative worldbuilding, The Dante's Circle series reads as if Carrie Ann
Ryan peeked at my personal wish list!" – NYT Bestselling Author, Larissa Ione
"Carrie Ann Ryan writes sexy shifters in a world full of passionate happilyever-afters." – New York Times Bestselling Author Vivian Arend “Carrie Ann’s
books are sexy with characters you can’t help but love from page one. They are
heat and heart blended to perfection.” New York Times Bestselling Author Jayne
Rylon Carrie Ann Ryan's books are wickedly funny and deliciously hot, with
plenty of twists to keep you guessing. They'll keep you up all night!” USA
Today Bestselling Author Cari Quinn "Once again, Carrie Ann Ryan knocks the
Dante's Circle series out of the park. The queen of hot, sexy, enthralling
paranormal romance, Carrie Ann is an author not to miss!" New York Times
bestselling Author Marie Harte Read the Entire On My Own Series: My First
Glance My One Night My Rebound My Next Play My Bad Decisions ___ Topics: New
Adult Romance, College Age Romance, Roommate Romance, Angsty Romance, Series
and Saga, Contemporary Romance, Tattoo Romance, Dangerous Romance, Second
Chance Romance, Erotic Romance, Steamy Romance, Grief, Love Story, Blue Collar,
Construction, Montgomery Ink, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming, family, love,
love books, kissing books, emotional journey, contemporary, contemporary
romance, romance series, long series, long romance series, sassy, strong
heroine, captivating romance, hot, hot romance, forbidden love, sparks,
loyalty, swoon rescue, kidnap, claiming, defending, protect Other readers of
Stoker's books enjoyed books by: Corinne Michaels, Susan Stoker, Natasha
Madison, Chelle Bliss, Chelle Sloane, Sally Thorn, Christina Lauren, Colleen
Hoover, Talia Hibbert, Helena Hunting, Elle Kennedy, Kristen Callihan, Penny
Reid, Kristen Ashley, KA Tucker, Melissa Foster, Bella Andre, Piper Lawson,
Jean Oram, Sarina Bowen, and Jay Crownover
Love on the Rebound: A Basketball Romance Julia Bevan 2018-08-14 A sexy
standalone single dad sports story from rising romance author Julia Bevan TJ
Cunningham is a single dad and professional basketball player who is returning
home with the hope of restarting his career and life. Raising a daughter as a
single father in Europe has not been easy. If he is able to make the team in
his hometown of Portland, Oregon, life will be much easier with his family
around. That
Heard It in a Love Song Tracey Garvis Graves 2021-11-09 From Tracey Garvis
Graves, the bestselling author of The Girl He Used to Know comes a love song of
a story about starting over and second chances in Heard It in a Love Song. Love
doesn’t always wait until you’re ready. Layla Hilding is thirty-five and
recently divorced. Struggling to break free from the past—her glory days as the
lead singer in a band and a ten-year marriage to a man who never put her
first—Layla’s newly found independence feels a lot like loneliness. Then
there's Josh, the single dad whose daughter attends the elementary school where
Layla teaches music. Recently separated, he's still processing the end of his
twenty-year marriage to his high school sweetheart. He chats with Layla every
morning at school and finds himself thinking about her more and more. Equally
cautious and confused about dating in a world that favors apps over meeting
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organically, Layla and Josh decide to be friends with the potential for
something more. Sounds sensible and way too simple—but when two people are on
the rebound, is it heartbreak or happiness that’s a love song away?
I Am The One Sherylynne L Rochester-Dix 2022-05-20 Fall in love with this
gripping story filled with hurt, despair, heartbreak, and a journey of selflove. After a failed relationship with Wendell, Claudia ends up in Malibu for a
Breakup Bootcamp to forget about her unexpected breakup and lost love. She goes
to this breakup boot camp to find healing, self-love, and self-care, but she
gets far more than she expected... She's trying her best to move on from
Wendell, but he's made his way to where she is-with someone special. Faced with
an ex who causes her so much pain and hearing the news he's just sprung on her,
Claudia's world unravels and ends up, yet again, on a downward spiral and into
the arms of someone new... the rebound guy. Will she fall prey to the rebound
guy or will she actually find the healing and true love she's desired? Find out
what happens on Claudia's journey to finding faith, hope, and possibly love in
Book 5 of the I am The One Series. I Am The One: The Rebound is the fifth short
story in this series by best-selling author for Christian singles, Sherylynne
L. Rochester-Dix. I Am The One is a Christian singles romance featuring a
single woman and her many adventures. Page Up & Grab Your Copy Today.
Devotional & Study Guide Included.
The Romantics Leah Konen 2016-11-01 Perfect for fans of Lauren Myracle and
Rainbow Rowell, The Romantics will charm readers of all ages. Gael Brennan is
about to have his heart broken when his first big relationship crumbles on the
heels of his parents’ painful separation. Love intervenes with the intention of
setting things right—but she doesn’t anticipate the intrusion of her dreaded
nemesis: the Rebound. Love’s plans for Gael are sidetracked by Cara, Gael’s
hot-sauce-wielding “dream girl.” The more Love meddles, the further Gael drifts
from the one girl who can help him mend his heart. Soon Love starts breaking
all her own rules—and in order to set Gael’s fate back on course, she has to
make some tough decisions about what it means to truly care.
The Boyfriend Project Farrah Rochon 2020-06-09 A smart and delightful romantic
comedy featuring fabulous female friendships and "a great love story." -Jasmine Guillory, bestselling author of Party of Two Samiah Brooks never
thought she would be "that" girl. But a live tweet of a horrific date just
revealed the painful truth: she's been catfished by a three-timing jerk of a
boyfriend. Suddenly Samiah -- along with his two other "girlfriends," London
and Taylor -- have gone viral online. Now the three new besties are making a
pact to spend the next six months investing in themselves. No men and no
dating. For once Samiah is putting herself first, and that includes finally
developing the app she's always dreamed of creating. Which is the exact moment
she meets the deliciously sexy Daniel Collins at work. What are the chances?
But is Daniel really boyfriend material or is he maybe just a little too good
to be true? "A smart, funny digital-age romance about real women living in the
real world. Couldn't put it down!" --Abby Jimenez, USA Today bestselling author
of The Happy Ever After Playlist *Listed as a Best Book of the Year from: NPR,
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Cosmopolitan, Buzzfeed, Frolic, Insider, BookRiot*Book of the Month selection
*LibraryReads selection *O, The Oprah Magazine: Must-Read Black Romance Novels
*Cosmopolitan: Best Summer Reads 2020 *Insider: The Best Romance Books of 2020
Rebound L. A. Witt 2019-03-19 LARGE PRINT EDITION A forty-something single dad,
a twenty-something hockey star, and a whole lot of baggage. No, this couldn't
possibly blow up in their faces. Officer Geoff Logan has his plate full. His
cop's salary and Marine retirement aren't enough to make ends meet. He's got
war wounds and demons that are in it for the long haul. His teenagers are,
well, teenagers, plus they're pissed that he left the boyfriend they loved.
Can't a guy catch a break? Seattle Steelheads center Asher Crowe has it all. A
seven figure salary. A literal house on a hill. A stable, loving relationship
with an amazing boyfriend. At least, that's what the world sees. Behind closed
doors, he's been living in a private hell, and when he finally works up the
courage to end things, his boyfriend refuses to go quietly. One call to the
cops, and suddenly Geoff and Asher's paths cross. But is the connection between
them simple chemistry? Kindred spirits? Or just a pair of lonely hearts looking
for a hot distraction? And even if it's more than physical, is there really a
future for two men from such vastly different worlds? Especially when the past
comes knocking? TW: abuse, combat PTSD
The Rebound: A College Sports Romance Sierra Hill 2016-10-18 He's my older
brother's friend and teammate. Off-limits, unavailable and forbidden.There are
times I wish I was someone else and not the shy, geeky, college virgin that I
am. I also wish that my crush on Van Gerard wasn't one sided and that he looked
at me as something other than his best friend's little sister. But he's firmly
drawn the line in the friendship territory, even though there are times I think
he might feel the same way about me. But then I remember that Van has a longtime girlfriend and we're strictly in the friend zone. But I want more.So, when
Van's life is turned upside down, I'm there to comfort him. To break his fall.
I'm his shoulder to cry on. Even if he only considers me a rebound.
Dating a Widower Abel Keogh 2020-01-29 Dating a widower comes with unique
challenges that you won’t encounter when dating a single or divorced man. For
the relationship to work, the widower will have to put his feelings for his
late wife to the side and focus on you. But how do you know if he’s ready to
take this step? Drawing on his own experience as a remarried widower, Abel
Keogh provides unique insight and guidance into the hearts and minds of
widowers, including: · Why widowers date so soon after their late wife dies ·
How to know if the widower is ready to make room in his heart for you · Red
flags that indicate widowers aren’t ready for commitment · How to set and
maintain healthy relationship boundaries with widowers Dating a Widower is your
guide to having a successful relationship with a man who’s starting over. It
also contains 21 real-life stories from women who have gone down the same road
you’re traveling. It’s the perfect book to help you decide if the man you’re
seeing is ready for a new relationship—and whether dating a widower is right
for you. *** Abel Keogh is the expert on widower relationships. A remarried
widower, Abel has successfully helped thousands of women know if the widowers
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they’re dating are ready for a serious relationship. He also helps widowers
understand what it takes to overcome grief and open their heart to another
woman. Learn more at http://www.abelkeogh.com.
His Rebound Love Bender 2017-01-20
The Rebound Catherine Walsh 2022-02-14 ‘OMG this book was just what I needed…
Kept me turning the pages and reading late into the night… It was like drinking
a great big warm mug of hot chocolate, I just loved it.’ Reading Time at the
Zoo ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ A newly single girl. A tall dark handsome stranger. What could go
wrong? It’s 7 a.m. on a Monday and Abby Reynolds isn’t where she wants to be.
She wants to be in her beautiful loft apartment in Manhattan, drinking a coffee
with her fiancé. Instead, she’s heading back to the childhood home in rural
Ireland she swore she’d never return to, with some big old secrets. Namely that
she’s suddenly found herself unemployed, homeless, and absolutely 100% single.
She’s feeling all out of luck. Until the first person she meets after she
touches down is an absurdly hot guy called Luke, who offers her a lift home.
Gazing deep into his sparkling emerald-green eyes, Abby knows instantly that
he’s exactly what she needs to take her mind off everything. The perfect
rebound. It’s a flawless plan. Until the next day, when Abby realizes who he
actually is. Not just a stranger. He is, in fact, Luke Bailey, aka the boy next
door. Luke Bailey who—so help her God—she’s pretty sure she once shared baths
with, back when they were kids. Not that she can allow herself to imagine him
in a bath now, not without blushing from head to foot. And judging by the smirk
on his face, the same Luke Bailey who’s known exactly who she was the whole
time… And who, like everyone in the village, still thinks she’s a high-flying
New Yorker… who’s getting married next year. Abby is certain getting under Luke
will help her get over her ex. But the truth is stopping her. Can she admit to
everyone back home that she’s single and has lost everything? Because, if she
wants the boy next door, she may just have to… The perfect feel-good romantic
comedy that will make you laugh until you cry and fall completely in love. Fans
of Sophie Kinsella, Marian Keyes, and Emily Henry won’t be able to put this
down! Readers are completely obsessed with The Rebound: ‘OMG I LOVED IT… I
couldn’t put it down… I laughed out loud so many times… It felt like watching a
very warm, very cute, very endearing movie. Loved every second of it.’
@fabooklover ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘This book is PERFECT… Luke is *chef’s kiss*… The tension
and slow burn between Luke and Abby had me on the edge of my seat, waiting for
them to GET TOGETHER!!’ @manic_bibliophiles ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘I really love this book… The
HUMOUR!!! The perfect amount of sarcasm, wit, and darkness. Genuinely laughing
out loud while reading… Perfect… Honestly, I just love this book. New instant
fav — and the perfect read!’ Goodreads reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘To say I devoured this
book is an understatement… I love love love that it’s set in a small town in
Ireland… A perfect recipe for swooning… I read this book right after The Hating
Game when I was looking for something to fill the void and it did just that.’
@_bookally_ ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘I couldn’t put it down. Like literally. I was reading in
school, in the car, in my free time, and everywhere else.’ Goodreads reviewer
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘I loved this… So cute and romantic. The men in Irish romcoms are always
so swoonworthy and this lived up to that!’ Rainy Day Reads and Coffee ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
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‘Everything I look for in a romance – packed full of humour, flirting,
chemistry and a little bit of drama. I couldn’t put it down and feel a little
bit lost now I’ve finished… Addictive.’ @theyorkshirebookshelf ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ ‘Had me
addicted from page one! I was laughing, crying and swooning from start to
finish!’ Ateachersguidetoreading ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
Get Your Ex-Lover Back Anthony Ekanem 2016-06-26 There are many couples all
over the world who have broken up with their partners for some very simple
misunderstandings. It's sad to think that many of these break-ups could have
been completely avoided if each person had a clearer understanding of what
their partner was thinking and what they wanted from the
relationship.Unfortunately, because men and women are biologically different,
there are specific things we do that can easily drive a partner away rather
than keeping them close as we had wanted. You might wonder why your
relationship has ended at all. But the reality is that even good relationships
do break up. If men and women had a little more awareness of how the opposite
sex was thinking, then breakups would never happen. In fact, you could have
turned your relationship with your ex-lover into a life-long happy partnership
where neither of you would ever consider looking for another relationship.If
you've recently broken up with the love of your life, don't feel that all is
lost. There's still hope that you can win your ex-lover back and it's actually
easier than you think. The problem is that we're not taught how the opposite
sex thinks, so it's mostly a mystery to most people. We're stuck trying out
tactics that we think may work without ever considering what our partner would
prefer instead.Are you ready to bring your ex-lover back into your life? Are
you really ready for them to fall in love with you, deeper and stronger than
the first time around? Then read on.

The Rebound Guy Fiona Harper 2013-08-20 New York, new guy, new Kelly! After
Kelly Bradford's past few years, all she wants is a steady life. She certainly
doesn't need the hassle of men or dating after everything she's been through.
So she absolutely, categorically should not be fantasizing about Jason Knight,
her boss and a man whose very smile screams trouble! But a business trip to New
York pushes her resolutions to the max—the adrenaline of the Big Apple has
nothing on the excitement Kelly feels around Jason! Maybe a rebound fling is
just what she needs to make her feel alive again….
Princess Evida Suntoyo 2015-02-27 Called home by her estranged father the
Sultan of Jothar, Paramita didn't know what to expect. The only thing she knew
was she is betrothed to be married to His Excellency Raden Burhanuddin Ali.
Handsome, smart, ambitious, but with a sense of humor to match his elegance.
How could a girl not fall in love? But things are not going to be easy, with
her uncle plotting to destroy the monarchy and killing her for revenge, she not
only has to use her martial arts abilities to protect herself, but also she
will have to learn to rely on her Ali and trust him as an ally. A romantic
action-packed adventure with a strong heroin, a lovable hero, and a lot of fun.
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42 Hours (Time for Love, Book 3) Bethany Lopez 2015-08-20 Eight years ago,
Scott and Gaby shared one very special night. Not wanting to ruin their
friendship, they didn't take things further...but neither of them has
forgotten. When Scott’s friends stage an intervention to make him realize that
his fiancé, Victoria, is all wrong for him, he takes time to evaluate his life.
He’s earned a big promotion and just bought his dream car, but those things are
just superficial. The one time he was truly happy, was with Gaby. Gaby is in a
good place in her life. She loves her job, has the best friends and family a
girl could ask for, and is dating a sweet and sexy guy, but she’s never stopped
thinking about that night with Scott. Eager to find happiness again, Scott
makes a plan to win Gaby’s heart during a weekend getaway, but she doesn’t want
to be his rebound girl. Will 42 hours be enough to convince Gaby that it's
finally their time for love?
Rebound Aidy Award 2019-07
The Rebound Marci Bolden 2019-07-30 The only fantasy too taboo is falling in
love. A no strings relationship, the freedom to explore all their wildest
fantasies, and walking away when they’re done is all Casi and Conner want from
each other. Nothing is taboo . . . except falling in love. Still reeling from
catching her husband in bed with his mistress, the last thing Casi Hanson is
looking for is romance. When she meets brokenhearted Conner Bennett, she thinks
she has found exactly what she needs. Their mutual desire for a “no strings
attached” sexual relationship offers the opportunity to explore fantasies and
fetishes their spouses denied them and the freedom to walk away when they are
done.
Snowbound Romance Collection Shadonna Richards 2018-06-12 Curl up with a
sizzling holiday-themed romance novel in this collection. Snowbound with the
Billionaire (The Romero Brothers Book 7) The Billionaire’s Bride for a Day
(previously titled The Belmont Christmas Bride) The Billionaire’s Lost & Found
Love (Billionaires of Belmont Book 4)
Rebound Jordan Silver 2014-05-09 Matthew Steele is over it already. His last
year of high school behind him and college looming ahead, the young heartthrob
should be enjoying his last summer of freedom. Instead he's nursing a broken
heart from the deception of the girl he thought he knew, until she started a
campaign of destruction against his younger brother Josh and his new love. Now
his brother is happy with his new bride, but Matt finds himself as a loss.
Everything he'd planned for his future has gone up in smoke. He's mad as hell
at the world and he damn sure wasn't looking for romance, as far as he was
concerned women were off the market. Then she walked in and once again his
plans are knocked off kilter; but this time he has his head on straight. He has
no intentions on losing his heart to anyone ever again, no matter how much she
makes him want. Kadyn Daniels has come home to Sea Crest after years away. The
young beauty is running from a horror no young girl should ever have to endure
but she finds shelter in the little town where she's helping her old man run
the town's only local diner. Still wary and looking over her shoulder, she's in
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no way ready for the way her traitorous heart reacts to the elusive Matthew
Steele. With her dreams of happily ever after shattered, could she risk opening
herself up to more heartache?
Rico's Rebound Reginald K. Write 2019-04-15 Eddie Saunders believes love is for
suckers. After a bad breakup, the collegiate basketball star has vowed to never
get in another committed relationship again. However, when his teammate's
ruggedly handsome cousin (Damion) appears to show interest in him, Eddie
gradually finds himself questioning his vow to stay single. Will he be able to
put aside his cynicism and give love another chance? And if so, will Damion
prove to be the man who mends Eddie's broken heart? Or will he be the one who
finally shatters it beyond repair?Reginald K. Write, author of "Teacher's Pet,"
"Playing with Fire," "Wicked Ambitions," and many more fan favorites, brings
you the first sexy, shocking story in the Turning Point series!*** Rico's
Rebound is the first installment in the "Turning Point" series, a spinoff/crossover of "The Breaking Point" series and features cameos from those
beloved characters. All books are interconnected, however, each can be read and
enjoyed as a standalone. ***
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